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	Start Here! Learn HTML5, 9780735669826 (0735669821), Microsoft Press, 2012

	
		Ready to learn HTML5 programming? Start Here!

	
		Learn the fundamentals of programming with HTML5—and begin building your first standards-based web pages from the ground up. If you have absolutely no previous experience, no problem—simply start here! This book introduces must-know concepts and getting-started techniques through easy-to-follow explanations, examples, and exercises.

	
		Here’s where you start learning HTML5

		 

	Create a web site using HTML5 tags in a simple text editor Use semantic tags to make your pages easier to layout and find Draw in HTML5 using the canvas element Embed audio and video in your web pages Get HTML5 to work in older browsers Develop your future skills in web design
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Symbolic and Numerical Scientific Computation: Second International Conference, SNSC 2001, Hagenberg, AustriaSpringer, 2003
Scientific computation has a long history, dating back to the astronomical tables of the Babylonians, the geometrical achievements of the Egyptians, the calendars of the Mayans, and the number theory of the ancient Chinese. The success of these activities led in many parts of the world to the development of mathematical theories trying to explain...

		

Physiology Third Edition  With Studentconsult.com AccessSaunders, 2006

	Featuring a focus on mechanisms, this popular reference comprehensively covers important concepts in physiology, both at the organ system and cellular levels. Easy to read and user-friendly, the revised third edition stresses essential and relevant content with absolute clarity and includes concise step-by-step explanations complemented by...


		

Policy-Based Network Management: Solutions for the Next Generation (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Policy-Based Network Management (PBNM) systems enable business rules and procedures to be translated into policies that configure and control the network and its services.  Those who manage network systems are aware that this approach can benefit both network management as well as the development of applications that use network services; however,...




	

Python Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Find, manipulate, and analyze your data using the Python 3.5 libraries
	
		Perform advanced, high-performance linear algebra and mathematical calculations with clean and efficient Python code
	
		An easy-to-follow guide with realistic examples that are frequently used in real-world data...



		

New Models of the Cell Nucleus: Crowding, Entropic Forces, Phase Separation, and Fractals, Volume 307Academic Press, 2014

	International Review of Cell and Molecular Biology presents current advances and comprehensive reviews in cell biology--both plant and animal. Articles address structure and control of gene expression, nucleocytoplasmic interactions, control of cell development and differentiation, and cell transformation and growth. Impact factor...


		

Professional Node.js: Building Javascript Based Scalable SoftwareWrox Press, 2012

	IN 1995, WHEN I WAS IN MY SECOND YEAR IN COLLEGE, I was introduced to UNIX network programming. In C, you could create sockets to open TCP connections to servers and code the servers that accepted these connections. I remember the excitement I felt the fi rst time I created a TCP server: I could accept connections and receive and send...
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